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 Now, the extremely anticipated Ketogenic Cookbook is set to be the best reference for the
growing amount of people interested in eating a low-carb, moderate-protein, high-fat diet plan
to lose weight, enhance their wellness, and heal their bodies from the inside outIn this first-of-
its-kind collection, Jimmy Moore, leading low-carb diet plan blogger and podcaster and
bestselling author of Keto Clearness, joins forces with fellow keto advocate and nutritionist
Maria Emmerich to enable you to get a lot more than 150 delicious, real meals– in 2014, it rose to
number two.In 2013, the fifth-most Googled diet key phrase was ketogenic;structured, keto-
friendly recipes that are ideal intended for anyone who wants to be in nutritional ketosis or
simply wants to eat healthier.s no need to sacrifice flavor whole foods that will help become
ketogenic, and much more.for good health!re looking for a healthier way to eat that can help
heal the body of harm done by years of feeding on tons of glucose and carbs, the ketogenic diet
plan may be for you. There’ Furthermore, The Ketogenic Cookbook explains why a ketogenic diet
plan might help treat chronic illnesses from type 2 diabetes to heart disease to epilepsy,
presents practical information for pursuing dietary ketosis, outlines the unique mixture of  If
you’
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OH MY KETO!Easy simple and great looking desserts!. Not only was the flavour brilliant, but it's
the type of pancake you'll stare at and question: "how can there end up being no carbs in
this?Yes the reserve is beautifully offered, yes the photos are gorgeous, and yes the recipes are
your typical favorite fare (instead of obscure things no-one would typically consume). Not
worthwhile. Well. Well thought compilation of info layout for a easy go through!. I cannot anwer
for all 200-some quality recipes, but I can speak for one in particular that I tried just this
morning. It continues well and makes great toast the next day. If you have low-carbed long
enough, you've attempted pancakes alternatives and you know they typically usually suck. Sure
you can make decent pancakes, but mouth-watering one? No. The book also has an excellent
section in the front that basically explains Keto stuff, so this could be the only publication you
truly need for awhile in case you are interested.) and the stiffness in my own hips (following a
double hip substitute at 42 yrs aged, due to stunted development from a pituitary tumor as a pre-
teen) is under control, once again when I don't cheat! At least not as yet. I say it's the REAL
wonder breads! EASILY could summarize this reserve into one term, it will be: WOW!? She claims
that the cookies should be rolled into 2 inch dough balls."And so, I could honestly
wholeheartedly recommend this publication to everyone carrying out a low-carb lifestyle. You
will not regret your buy, and I've a good every other recipe in this publication is just as amazing.
Thank-you to both Jimmy and Maria! Pretty much everything in this book is delicious When we
started the complete Keto journey, this was among the first books we bought after trying it away
first from the library, Just about everything in this reserve is delicious, and I am a pretty picky
eater.)There are so many great and healthy recipes to try in this publication even if you are not
"Keto" and want to remain healthy..The only reason this is not all 5 stars has nothing to do with
quality or the recipes. They take WWWWWAAAAYYYY longer to make than she states Plus they
tasted horrible because I adopted her instructions exactly. But I got to make an exception for
this book. Do Not waste your money on this book. Between some of the prep work and actual
cooking, therefore several recipes take a couple hours at least. This may be pretty daunting for
somebody just starting out, or no experienced cook. I have already been paging through this
wonderful reserve for a while and also have been dying to ... I have been paging through this
wonderful reserve for a while and also have been waiting to try out the "breads" recipe. I did so
nevertheless make it a couple of days ago and oh my goodness I wish I had made it sooner, I had
not been disappointed. This loaf of bread is the best grain free recipe I've manufactured in ages,
because of Maria Emmerich. Teriyaki sauce is probably pretty good - nevertheless, you need to
take it off from high temperature at the first indication of boiling, usually you will ruin very
costly coconut aminos because the sauce will flavor somewhat burnt. Hell, buy 2, 3 or 4 4 of 'em,
b/c you'll be sharing them w/ friends/family!Keto-pancakes. Yum! . I adopted this book's recipe
and was simply blown away! ; If just starting out with Keto, be prepared for your first source run
at the supermarket to be an expensive one, but from then on, you'll use a large amount of the
same elements again. Same issue with taco seasoning recipe - just scale back on the chili
powder . I know Keto works b/c when I follow it strictly, I experience so good those days! The
meal plans certainly are a plus. Maria includes a lot of basic recipes that start you on the proper
foot and she goes on for some really amazing stuff! Keep up the good work Maria!This book will
go right on my bookshelf next to Danielle Walker's "Against All Grain" and Dianne Sanfilippo's
Practical Paleo amongst many great paleo friendly cookbooks.FYI with one recipe for the Keto
loaf of bread, I made a little loaf of breads and one 10" pizza crust. Great ideas - however the
measurements for ingredients ought to be taken with a grain of salt - as they say. Lots of great
concepts in this book. In the launch, Jimmy Moore states that he collaborated with Maria



Emmerich because he is the type of cook that just pours stuff in and dreaded the thought of
having to measure everything for purposes of putting together the cookbook. I am certain that
Maria is a great cook - following a few dishes, it became painfully very clear that she cooks the
same way Jimmy does and simply GUESSED at the quantities in the dishes. on since 2012). As an
example, I made the thin mint cookies as my birthday deal with.. .? If you do this - don't expect
the cookie to stay in one piece even after placing it in the freezer. Fantastic! Very upsetting to
invest so enough time on something and have it flavor like as.. I am off my thyroid medicines
because of following their information.. well, you understand, horrible. I would highly
recommend it to anyone who's on a low carb and high fat diet.Like she says people call it
"Wonder Bread". 1 cup of cocoa powder is very excessive and my birthday treats tasted awful -
1/3 cup to 1/2 cup will be plenty. Also, a lot of her quality recipes scald conveniently but she
doesn't really forewarn you. I'm not kidding when I state it tastes exactly like bread. Because
many beginners haven't cooked with one of these ingredients before, it could have already been
really nice for her to include guidelines to avoid ruining so much meals and wasting so very
much money. I actually give it four superstars because every meal I've made . Quality recipes list
special products, notes, and especially dietary info.. We give it four celebrities because every
meal I've created from the cookbook has been tasty.I don't give it five stars because the prep
period estimates are laughable for those who who is not a contestant on Iron Chef. I'm no slouch
in the kitchen. But There is the recipes require 2-3 instances the advertised prep time.So, don't
try your first recipe about a morning before work and expect to get the meal done before you
must leave. Fantastic Wow! Try 1/2" dough balls.. Nice big font, beautiful huge pics, simple and
easy read..Back lists tons of Keto assets/ references, meal program, photos quality recipes index
assorted by meals type sections.The recipe ingredients are everyday stuff rather than something
you need to hunt for. (This is a verified purchase in the Canadian Amazon site)We am not in the
habit of posting reviews on Amazon - it's a transgression of mine. Lots of information on the
Ketogenic diet I love this book, plenty of good information and fantastic recipies DON'T WASTE
YOUR CASH I purchased this cookbook directly from Ketosis Cookbook, not Amazon. nails are
healthful, my tooth aren't fuzzy at night when I brush them b/c there seriously isn't the sugar
stuck to 'em! By considering this one section, I assume the entire publication is basically a scam.
They're NOT keto permitted recipes.it's that I really wish there was some warning about how
long many of these dishes take. However the important question always is usually: are they
delicious? Mmmm Great recipes Five Stars good solid information Great gift This was something
special to a friend that appears to love it Very helpful Jimmy and Maria write an excellent
cookbook filled with information and recipes This is an incredible cookbook This was the first
keto cookbook I purchased. It is full of yummy quality recipes that I still make use of 2 years
later. If your thinking of starting a ketogenic way of life I recommend getting this book. Since
there is info on keto this book is definitely even more of a cookbook a science/info reserve so,
it’s ideal for a foodie transitioning into keto. Simply buy it! It's so gentle and light and a breeze
to create. I've been following a Ketogenic diet (admittedly off & Because cooking Keto is
commonly very expensive because some of the ingredients have become expensive, you really
need to have great guidelines and accurate measurements in the recipes. I was one of the lucky
types to have been released to Keto by Maria's books, and I say lucky to have been introduced
by Maria & her husband Craig's books is b/c there is a LOT of misinformation out there and these
folks know their stuff!. I lost 34+ pounds, and that was an added advantage to my liking! My
epidermis is definitely healthy, my hair & I only looked through one portion of the book (Beef) &
most of the recipes call for bread products, all kinds of regular glucose, ketchup, vegetables that



are not permitted on keto, etc. LOL #2's are easier to go (no one likes speaking poo - but it is
important!) and the inflammation in my body is under control - my hands & ft don't swell (unless
I cheat!. Maria does an excellent work explaining what Keto is normally and how to incorporate it
into your lifestyle.
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